
Use instructions

Product placement

·Put it around the dashbord of the car.(not on the airbag.) ·Put it inside the rear window.

·Put it on the storage box.

Precautions

Do not operate the car air

purifier while driving. Please

stop the car before operating.  

·Put it on the storage box.
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FAQ

Q1:Machine cannot be started.
A1:For car use, make sure it has been connected with car adapter,for home or tabletop use, make sure it.For home

      or tabletop use,make sure it is connected with home use power supply through home use adapter. Make sure the

      L-shaped heaad of the power adapter and the back of the machine are connected well.Press the power button 

       again,if the machine cannot be started, please contact the retailer.   

 
Q2:Why some cars still show 12V output while in a stalled state?
Q2:To avoid costing battery,please turn down the machine and unplug the power adapter when not using the machine. 

Q3:Why the fan would sometimes pause for a while?
A3:This is normal when the voltage is changing for protection.Fan stops working until the voltage turns normal press

      power button to restart.  

Q4:Why the air quality indicator show now change for a long time?
A4:It means wither the air quality steady or the inlets is blocked or polluted.Make sure no blocks around the inlet and

      outlet. Restart the machine, and check if remains no change,if remains, cut down the power, and clean the machine

      as way showed in page 5.Then press power button, if the indicator remains no change, please contact local dealers.    

Q5:Why the air quality indicator changes constantly?
A5:This is normal for air purifier normally working.When the air quality is bad,machine will help to improve the quality.

      While,when the abnormal smells and dust are not steady,the indicator will test the quality in the air automatically,
     which will result the indicator light changing constantly.Also,this means the machine working normally,it will turns 

      blue when the air is purified.    

Q6:Why abnormal smells still exist in the new car or offices still exist after a long

time using air purifier? 

A6:Many reasons for smells in the new cars.New pollutants are made when the air purifier is working.But obviously,
     it can effectively remove the pollutants in the car.Many factors may cause smells in home spaces or tabletop.New

      pollutants are made when the air purifier is working.But obviously,it can effectively remove the pollutants in the 

      home or tabletop.For better purifying in cars,homes or tabletops,please run the machine at highest mode.     
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Thank you for purchasing our latest model-AGS-C01    

healthy car environment.

The user manual concludes the important information and warnings, for better    understanding the machine,please 

read it carefully before using.

The product replacement period is the recommended value,which should be replaced according to the specific situation

 of the using environment and the using conditions of the filters.

When the car is  parked for a long time, the car air purifier is supposed to be turned off.

The illustrations in the manual are schematic, they may be a little different from the real products in the details. 

The manual is only for reference, the real products defines the specific color, pattern and function of the car air purifier.

         

    

car air purifier,which can offer you a more comfortable and 
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Danger

Do not clean the
machine with liquid.

Not allowed as 
toys for children.

No foreign items
around the outlet.

Adiust the machine
when car stops only.

Not allowed to be
placed on auto 
airbag.

Clean the machine 
with soft clean cloth
on the power-off state.

Do not invert when
woring.

Do not dispose with
other garbage.

Notice

Environment 
protection

Notice

Notice

Notice

Notice

Danger

Product description
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Cover

Filter cover

Mid cover

Stent

fan  Touch spring   Light shading     

PCBA panel      Bottom shell

fan  

Instruction for using

Please use the car adaptor and use the cigarette lighter connector. Turn on the car air

 purifier, then all the indicators on the panel flash for one second which means the

power is on.  

Button diagram

Turn on the car air purifier
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Breathe light

Power light

Intelligent     low        high

Insert the cigarette lighter plug into the cigarette lighter socket, turn on the power
 keypad is on for 1 second, indicating that the power is on.  

switch, and the indicator light on the

1.At this  moment, it is in standby state,the power button is on (red).    
2. Press it 
    to work.     

once to start the machine, the machine is turned on, the default mode is smart one, the sensor module starts

At this point, the blue border 
the machine is shut down, and all lights off, and turn off the sensor power.   
 

of the power button is on (red),press it for3 seconds,

3. The power indicator varies depending on the air quality (red,green) ,and the light
is red when the air quality is poor. Good air quality is green. 

One touch

When the machine is on, it enters into smart mode automatically , press it again and
enters into the control of the wind volume, low-High-smart-low,under the cycle regulation.

  

When the machine is on, it enters into smart mode automatically , then the blue light
start button flashes.
Press the start button again, the blue light is off and turns into the control of the wind volume. 

around the 

Note: TVOC sensor needs three minutes to prepare for working, so it is normalthat
is red within 3 minutes, the right indication is on after three minutes. 
 

the breathe light 

Setting the wind volume

Filter replacement

·
    with the cigarette lighter of the car.

Connect the cigarette lighter adapter

·
    remove the mesh bag.

Take out the filter and

·
   purifying air.

Start the car air purifier and begin 
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· of the filter replacement is

   decided upon the specific car environment and using time.
The filter needs to be replaced if the dust or smell cannot be removed and the time

 

·Please unplug the power cord before any operations.
· in the machine). Before 

   using the  new filter, take the filter out of the mesh bags and put it in the machine. 
In order to ensure the quality of the filters, they all have mesh bags (except the one

· nvert 
   the air purifier and press the buckles
   of the filtercover on both sides and 
   remove it after loosening.  

Turn off the air purifier,and i · , align
  the filter cover with the bottom three slots

    press and cover the filter cover inward. 

After loading the composite filter

·
    DC jack.

Connect the cigarette lighter adapter with the 

Warranty Card

We will  return the payment to the corresponding Alipay account since receipt Products can be replaced within 30 days 

from the date of the buyer’s receipt main parts and components with three years. Please properly keep the original 
delivery receipt and the original purchase invoice which are regarded as valid evidence of the purchasing.      

What this Warranty Does Not Cover:
The three-year warranty has expired;

The buyer will not be liable for any damages of any kind if the products has been repaired unauthorized by Agcen

 company; trouble with the products is caused by misuse, collision, neglect,use contrary to product instructions, immersion 

in liquid, accident, alteration and dismantling; products’labels, erial number and false proof mark have been tore up, 

removed or altered.     

Contact Information: Date of Purchase: Date of Repair:

Malfunction Information: Repair Progress: The Original Serial No.:

First Repair Record: User Name: Product Model:

General Terms:
If Agcen air purifier’s performance failure is not caused by the person, the defective product can be returned, replaced 

or repaired within seven days from the date of the buyer’s receipt of the products. Please go to service centers designated 

by Agcen company to enjoy free repairs;    

Only products bought through Agcen official website can be returned without g iving a reason within seven days. This

 policy does not applied to those that are damaged by the person, whose packaging boxes are broken, or whose parts 
are not completed. Buyers should be responsible for the return shipping fees when returning products without giving 
reasons.    
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Operator: Agcen Environmental Protection Technology Co., Ltd.   

A ddress: No.2, Lanjing North Road, Pingshan New District, Shenzhen;
Service hotline: 400-684-0002      Official website:www.agcen.com;     
Standards followed: GB4706.1-2005, GB4706.45-2008 and GB/T18001-2015  

Product  descriptions:

AGS-C01

5W

193mm×145mm×51.5mm

250mm×185mm×90mm

0.8Kg

99.99%

320-25m /h

DC12V

04

Name C01 air purifiers

Model

Main material ABS plastic

Composite filter-4 stages purification

Input power

Rated voltage

Noise level ess than 45db

Air volume

ind speed Smart/low/high

Sensor TVOC odor sensor

Indication LED indicators

terilization rate

Purification method

Net weight

Gross weight

Dimension

Packaging

0.4Kg
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Instruction for using

Please use the car adaptor and use the cigarette lighter connector. Turn on the car air purifier, then all the indicators 

on the panel flash for one second which means the power is on.  

Button diagram

Turn on the car air purifier
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Breathe light

Power lightIntelligent     low        high

1.At this  moment, it is in standby state,the power button is on (red).    

2.Press it 
    to work.     

once to start the machine, the machine is turned on, the default mode is smart one, the sensor module starts

At this point, the blue border 

the machine is shut down, and all lights off, and turn off the sensor power.   
 

of the power button is on (red),press it for3 seconds,

One touch

When the machine is on, it enters into smart mode automatically , press it again and
enters into the control of the wind volume, low-High-smart-low,under the cycle regulation.

  

When the machine is on, it enters into smart mode automatically , then the blue light

around the start button flashes.
Press the start button again, the blue light is off and turns into the control of the wind volume. 

Note: TVOC sensor needs three minutes to prepare for working, so it is normalthat

 minutes, the right indication is on after three minutes. 
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FAQ

Q1:Machine cannot be started.
A1:For car use, make sure it has been connected with car adapter,for home or tabletop use, make sure it.For home

     or tabletop use,make sure it is connected with home use power supply through home use adapter. Make sure the

     L-shaped heaad of the power adapter and the back of the machine are connected well.Press the power button 

     again,if the machine cannot be started, please contact the retailer.   

 Q2:Why the fan would sometimes pause for a while?

A2:This is normal when the voltage is  changing for protection .Fan stops working until the voltage turns  normal press

     power button to restart.  

Q3:Why the air quality indicator show now change for a long time?

A3:It means wither the air quality steady or the inlets  is blocked or polluted.Make sure no blocks around the inlet and

     outlet. Restart the machine, and check if remains no change,if remains, cut down the power, and clean the machine

     as way showed in page 5.Then press power button, if the indicator remains no change, please contact local  dealers.    

Q4:Why the air quality indicator changes constantly?

A4:This is normal for air purifier normally working .When the air quality is bad ,machine will help to improve the quality.

     While,when the abnormal smells and dust are not steady ,the indicator will test the quality in the air automatically ,
     which will result the indicator  light changing constantly.Also,this means the machine working  normally,it will turns 

     blue when the air is  purified.    

Q5:Why abnormal smells still exist in the new car or offices still exist after a long

time using air purifier? 

A5:Many reasons for smells in the new cars.New pollutants are made when the air purifier is working.But obviously,
     it can effectively remove the pollutants in the car.Many factors may cause smells in home spaces or tabletop.New

     pollutants are made when the air purifier is working.But obviously,it can effectively remove the pollutants in the 

     home or tabletop.For better purifying in cars,homes or tabletops,please run the machine at highest mode.     
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Warranty Card

Products can be replaced within 30 days from the date of the buyer’s receipt of the products. An air purifier comes 
with a whole year’s warranty, and the main parts and components with three year’s. Please properly keep the original
 delivery receipt and the original purchase invoice which are regarded as valid evidence of the purchasing.    

What this Warranty Does Not Cover:
The three-year warranty has expired;

The buyer will not be liable for any damages of any kind if the products has been repaired unauthorized by Agcen

company; trouble with the products is caused by misuse, collision, neglect,use contrary to product instructions, immersion 

in liquid, accident, alteration and dismantling; products’labels, erial number and false proof mark have been tore up, 

removed or altered.     

Contact Information: Date of Purchase: Date of Repair:

Malfunction Information: Repair Progress: The Original Serial No.:

First Repair Record: User Name: Product Model:

General Terms:
If Agcen air purifier’s performance failure is not caused by the person, the defective product can be returned, replaced 

or repaired within seven days from the date of the buyer’s receipt of the products. Please go to service centers designated 

by Agcen company to enjoy free repairs;    

Only products bought through Agcen official website can be returned without g iving a reason within seven days. This

policy does not applied to those that are damaged by the person, whose packaging boxes are broken, or whose parts 
are not completed. Buyers should be responsible for the return shipping fees when returning products without giving 
reasons.    
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Operator: Agcen Environmental Protection Technology Co., Ltd.   

A ddress: No.2, Lanjing North Road, Pingshan New District, Shenzhen;
Service hotline: 400-684-0002      Official website:www.agcen.com;     
Standards followed: GB4706.1-2005, GB4706.45-2008 and GB/T18001-2015  

We will  return the payment to the corresponding Alipay account since receipt of the goods returned within seven days.     
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